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Monte Carlo simulation for the MAGIC telescope
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The operation of ground based Imaging Cherenkov telescopes requires a detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
of gamma-ray and hadron initiated air showers, as well as of the detector response to them. An overview of
the MAGIC telescope MC simulation is presented, showing comparisons between the features of the simulated
showers and those of real data taken during the first year of operation.

1. Introduction

The Monte Carlo simulation for the MAGIC telescope is divided into three stages. The development of gamma-
and hadron-initiated air showers is simulated with CORSIKA 6.019 [1], using VENUS for hadronic interac-
tions and the US standard atmosphere. Cherenkov photons arriving around the telescope location are stored in
binary files containing all the relevant parameters (including wavelength). The second stage of the simulation,
the so called Reflector program, accounts for the Cherenkov light absorption and scattering in the atmosphere
(using the US standard atmosphere to compute the Rayleigh scattering plus the Elterman model [2, 3] for the
distribution of aerosols and ozone), and then performs the reflection of the surviving photons on the mirror
dish (composed of 964 tiles) to obtain their location and arrival time on the camera plane. Finally, the camera
program simulates the behaviour of the MAGIC photomultiplier camera, trigger system and data acquisition
electronics. Realistic pulse shapes, noise levels and gain fluctuations obtained from the real MAGIC data have
been implemented in the simulation. The overall light collection efficiency of the telescope has been tuned at
the camera simulation level, using data from the comparison of the intensity of observed and simulated ring
images from single muons at low impact parameters [4], resulting in an effective aperture of around 26 m

�
.

For the present study a total of 2.6 � 10
�

protons and 1.3 � 10
�

Helium nuclei between 30 GeV and 30 TeV,
have been produced, as well as 7.8 � 10

�
gammas between 10 GeV and 30 TeV. The energy distribution of

primary gamma rays is a pure power law with index -2.6, whereas charged primaries follow the known cosmic
ray spectra [5, 6]. The telescope pointing directions range from 0 to � 30 	 in zenith angle 
 (flatly distributed
in �����
 ), with the directions of protons and Helium nuclei scattered isotropically within a ��	 semiaperture
cone around the telescope axis. Gammas were simulated as coming from a point source ��� ��	 off the center of
the camera, in order to compare them to a special sample of real data taken in similar conditions. Maximum
impact parameters of 300 and 400 m have been simulated for gammas and nuclei respectively.

2. Comparison of Monte Carlo events and real MAGIC data

The calibration and image reconstruction of the Monte Carlo events has been done following standard proce-
dures of MARS (Magic Analysis and Reconstruction Software [7]). Signal intensity in each pixel is obtained
by interpolating the pulse in the FADC with a cubic spline which is then integrated in a range of 3.3 ns around
the peak. Tail cuts select pixels with a signal of at least 7 photoelectrons above the pedestal (core pixels), and
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those with 5 or more photoelectrons which are neighbours to any of the former (this applies to the fine pixels
within ����	 of the center of the camera; for the larger outer pixels, tail cuts were scaled up such that they
correspond to the same light density as those for inner pixels). A classical (Hillas) image parametrization [8]
is then performed, including the moments up to third order of the photoelectron distribution on the camera.
Further details can be found in [9].
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Figure 1. Distribution of Width and Length parameters for Monte Carlo hadrons (crosses) and real OFF data (solid line)
for size bins 200 � 500 photoelectrons and � 500 photoelectrons respectively.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the WIDTH and LENGTH parameters of shower images for Monte Carlo gammas (shaded
histograms) and real Crab gammas (crosses).left: SIZE between 200 and 500 phe � (corresponding to a gamma peak
energy of 140 GeV); right: SIZE ���� � phe � (peak energy 270 GeV).

The real data used for comparing with MC samples were taken in January 2005. They consist of 156 minutes of
observations of an OFF sky region (containing no known gamma-ray source), and 309 minutes of observations
of the Crab Nebula in good weather conditions. The Crab data were taken off-axis, with the center of the Nebula
located �!� �"	 off the camera center, by tracking two different sky locations alternatively (in the so-called wobble
mode). Both the data and Monte Carlo samples were treated in the same way. After image parametrization,
tight quality cuts were applied to the events surviving the image cleaning, namely: # 5 core pixels, size # 200
photoelectrons and less than 10% of the image light contained in the outermost ring of pixels. As much as $��&%
of the events are rejected by these cuts, which raise the typical energy of the remaining events well above the
trigger threshold of the telescope (which we estimate to be currently between 50 and 60 GeV). The remaining
sample of MC gammas has an energy peak of 140 GeV (assuming a -2.6 differential energy spectrum). The
tight cuts were dictated by the need of having a good angular resolution (see below) and a significant excess of
gamma events from Crab Nebula even before applying strong hadron discrimination cuts.

The total background trigger rates after imposing these cuts for MC and data are about 65 Hz and 60 Hz
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respectively. Figure 1 shows the comparison of the WIDTH and LENGTH distributions for Monte Carlo and
real hadrons (from the OFF runs) in two different size bins: 200 ' 500 photelectrons and # 500 photoelectrons.
The SIZE spectrum of hadrons is displayed on the right pad of Fig 3. The observed distributions agree well
with expectations (it must be noted that the applied cuts and the limited trigger region of the MAGIC camera
result in a negligible contribution from hadrons beyond the maximum simulated impact parameter of 400 m).
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Figure 3. Left: distribution of the SIZE parameter for Monte Carlo gamma (shaded histogram) and real excess events from
the Crab Nebula. Right: SIZE for Monte Carlo hadrons (crosses) vs. real OFF data.

For the comparison of simulated and real gamma-initiated showers, only the Crab wobble runs were used (with
no additional OFF runs needed). With a simple DISP method [10] the incident direction of each event is esti-
mated using the ratio of WIDTH and LENGTH as a measure of the distance between the center of gravity of the
phe ( distribution and the gamma-ray source position on the camera. The third moment along the major image
axis is used to resolve the head-tail ambiguity. On the resulting event map a circular ON region of �!�*)+�!	 radius
is defined around the nominal position of the Crab Nebula, together with three identical non-overlapping OFF
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Figure 4. Integral point-source flux sensitivity of MAGIC
as obtained from the MC simulation. The curve does ex-
tend beyond 1 TeV, but values have not been computed due
to low hadron MC statistics.

regions at the same distance from the camera center. By
plotting the distribution of any image parameter both
for the events in the ON and the OFF regions, and sub-
tracting the latter from the former (after normalization
by the factor 1/3), one obtains the distribution of the
parameter for the excess events, which are gamma rays
from the Crab Nebula. With the source just 0.4 de-
gree away from the center, the tight cuts were neces-
sary in order to achieve a good enough angular res-
olution such that OFF regions were not significantly
contaminated by gamma rays. Apart from the quality
cuts, a extremely loose hadron supression cut (rejecting
just )�% of gammas while halving the background) has
also been applied to reduce the number of background
events in the subtracted histograms and hence the fluc-
tuations in the resulting distributions. This cut, based
only on “shape” parameters (no source-dependent pa-
rameter was used), and performed with the Random
Forest classification method [11], has to be loose to
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avoid biasing the image parameter distributions of gammas. The MC gamma sample undergoes the same
treatment. In filling the histograms, the Monte Carlo gammas have been weighted to account for the deviation
of the Crab spectrum from a pure power law towards low energies. The parametrization of the Crab Nebula
spectrum given in [12] was used for this purpose.

The distributions of WIDTH and LENGTH for Monte Carlo gammas are shown in figure 2, and the SIZE
spectrum in fig. 3, compared to those of real Crab Nebula data. The real data are found to be in good agreement
with Monte Carlo expectations. No arbitrary normalization factors have been applied: the observed total rate
of gammas from Crab for this sample (the integral of the shown histograms) is of 9.9 events per minute, in
reasonable agreement with the MC prediction of 9.5 (taking into account that the assumed Crab spectrum
[12] is just a parametrization from data taken at higher energies). These are the rates of events reconstructed
in the defined ��� )���	 radius region around Crab. From MC we can estimate that the rate of Crab gammas
reconstructed outside this circle is of about 6 per minute, mostly close to the low energy end of the sample.
Hence the degradation of the angular resolution (for the particular DISP method here used) is the reason for
the flattening of the SIZE spectrum of gammas below � �", phe ( (fig. 3, left). The SIZE distribution of hadrons
in the same figure does not show such a feature, since no selection on shower direction was applied for them.

3. Conclusions

The Monte Carlo simulation of the MAGIC telescope has been shown to reproduce the experimental data, both
for hadron and gamma primaries. The method used for the validation of the gamma MC could be applied
only to a sample well above the trigger energy threshold of the experiment, which was nevertheless enough
to confirm the validity of some of the main performance parameters of the telescope used in the simulation,
like the overall light collection efficiency. The on-axis sensitivity of MAGIC for point sources obtained from
MC is shown in Figure 4, and has likewise been confirmed in observations of Crab down to 100 GeV. Below
100 GeV, background discrimination becomes more difficult: WIDTH and LENGTH for hadrons and gammas
become more and more similar for decreasing SIZE (left pads of Figs. 1 and 2), and a better tuning of the
simulation will be needed to reach the optimal performance of the telescope (both in terms of analysis energy
threshold and flux sensitivity). The performance of MAGIC from the point of view of energy resolution, as
obtained from the same MC simulation, is discussed elsewhere in these proceedings [9].
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